An iterative method is proposed for the analysis of the steady-state weight fluctuations in a fully adapted LMS transversal filter. Without the widely used independence assumption a power series of the weight-error correlation matrix is derived in terms of the adaptation constant. In this series the leading term satisfying a Lyapounov equation has a rather general structure that stands for a set of weight fluctuations with various amplitudes and mutual correlations. For a white reference signal it degenerates into a scalar representing mutually uncorrelated fluctuations with equal amplitudes. A study of the next term of the series then yields small off-diagonal matrix elements and thus weak mutual correlations. If also the input signal is white, the first two terms assume a scalar character and a weak correlation is now predicted by the third term. No correlation is found between even-and odd-numbered weights. Further, a power decrease along the delay line is observed such that the first weight fluctuates noticeably stronger than the last one. Computer simulations provide experimental evidence for the above-mentioned higher-order effects which are not found with the aid of the independence assumption.
In a stationary environment and with all adaptive transients died out, an LMS-type adaptive filter performs random fluctuations of its weighting coefficients around the optimal "Wiener solution", viz. the set of coefficients of some (actual or imaginary) filter that the adaptive filter attempts to imitate. In most applications these fluctuations are wanted to be kept small, but this requirement conflicts with the obvious desideratum of a fast adaptation. To a certain extent one of these qualities has to be sacrificed for the other. This trade-off is settled through a proper choice of the "adaptation constant" 11. With increasing 11 the adaptation rate (the inverse of the time constant of adaptation) is raised at the cost of an increasing weight fluctuation.
With a stationary random excitation and under steady-state conditions the weight fluctuations can be characterized by a correlation matrix. Its diagonal terms stand for the powers of the pertinent fluctuations, whereas the off-diagonal entries represent the correlations between pairs of weight fluctuations. In the current literature, the correlation matrix of the weight fluctuations (henceforth denoted by "weight error correlation matrix" WECM) is throughout determined with the aid of an "independence assumption" stating statistical independence of -2-successive input vectors. Such an assumption can convincingly be justified for a "true" vector signal like that emerging from a sensor array. In the case of a tapped-delay line fed by a scalar input signal, as studied in this paper, the input vector is made up of successive values of that signal and, as such, has a more artificial nature. Within an updating cycle all vector components are shifted to the next place with the last component removed and the fIrst component renewed. Clearly, the independence assumption conflicts with such a strong deterministic coherence between successive input vectors. JustifIed by a lack of competitive methods and encouraged by a fair agreement with measured results, it is, nevertheless, common practice to use the assumption also in such a situation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 19] .
Besides its use for the analysis of the weight error correlation matrix the independence assumption has found widespread application to related problems. Among these we note the joint-probability densities under Gaussian excitation [8] [9] , the normalized least-mean square (NLMS) algorithm [10] [11] and nonlinear effects [18] . However, several publications [3, 12] and textbooks [5, 22] are aware of the dilemma associated with the carefree use of the independence assumption and point out the pertinent didactic difficulties. On the other hand, Gardner [4] states that "in order for such a relatively comprehensive analysis to be tractable, there is one simplifying assumption that cannot be removed" (the independence assumption is meant) thus articulating a general feeling that the independence assumption is indispensable for any analytic approach of the LMS algorithm. This feeling is confIrmed by recent work [9, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , which avoids the independence assumption but does not yield analytic expressions for the WECM.
In this paper we describe an iterative approach without the independence assumption which fInally leads to a power series for the WECM in terms of the adaptation constant. Only the fIrst few terms of the series have a sufficiently simple form so that an effIcient use can only be made of the truncated series. This amounts to a confInement to small adaptation constants, far below the value for which the algorithm becomes unstable. This confInement is compensated by a lack of any restrictions concerning the spectral distributions of the exciting signals. No signal needs to be white, and no signal needs to be Gaussian although in case one or more signals are white and/or Gaussian, the final results are considerably simplifIed.
Although many results admit an elegant frequency-domain interpretation, the analysis is throughout carried out in the time domain. In that domain we distinguish two time scales: one pertaining to the exciting signals and one pertaining to the weight fluctuations. For a small value of the adaptation constant the latter becomes large corresponding to slow fluctuations. This implies that for an experimental verification the averaging times have to be -3-rather long. In our analysis, all random processes are assumed to be stationary and ergodic implying that (i) the tracking problem is not addressed, (ii) the adaptive transients are not considered, and (iii) the calculated ensemble averages are verified by measuring time averages.
The emphasis IS on the WECM, but in due course also the filter's terminal behaviour becomes involved. This implies that besides the scalar input signal and the "reference" signal also the output signal (= inner product of the input vector and the weight vector) is considered. Anticipating the final results we observe major deviations from what is found with the aid of the independence assumption. Particularly if the exciting signals are not white, some surprising insights are gained. As an example we mention the considerable correlation that can occur between the output and the reference signal such that under suitable conditions the power of the "error signal" is lower than that of the reference signal and, consequently, the "misadjustment" can become negative.
In this context we wish to refer to recent work of Solo [13] [14] [15] that is closely related to ours and in fact provides the mathematical background to the present, more intuitive approach. Solo uses the white-noise excitation (synonymous with the independence assumption) as a preparatory step towards more general admitted excitations and develops methods similar to ours (Section 2) for their treatment. Also the Lyapounov equation (34) is mentioned, but without drawing further conclusions concerning the character of its solutions and its impact upon the error signal.
Basic dynamics and small-signal approximation
With reference to Fig. I , an adaptive filter with the time-varying weight vector w. (length M) tries to imitate a fixed filter with weight vector h (for sake of convenience also of length M). The input signal x, and the reference signal n. are assumed to be sample functions of statistically independent, stationary, zero-mean random processes. If at some instant these random signals are applied to the (stable) system and we have w, # fl. an adaptation process is initiated which, in global terms, directs w, towards fl.. However, w, does not reach fl. asymptotically as a limiting value, but with some random fluctuations superimposed. In this "steady state" we have (I) where, like the excitations x, and n" also the M-dimensional .!:, is a real-valued, stationary, zero-mean random signal. The statistics of the fluctuations v are the subject of this paper.
-, -4-Specifically we derive analytic expressions for the M x M weight-error correlation matrix WECM
Notice that the diagonal element Vmm denotes the power of the m'h weight fluctuation, while the off-diagonal element Vmn stands for the correlation between the fluctuations of the weights m and n. Like any other correlation matrix, V is symmetric (V = V') and positive
For further use we define the M x input vector made up of the scalar input signal and its (M -1) past values. The output signal is defined as the inner product (4) while the error signal is given by
Now we discuss the peculiar properties of the adaptive mechanism. These are expressed in the weight updating rule, which for the LMS algorithm reads as
where J. 1 is the adaptation constant. Further analysis is eased by making use of the normalized signals {2f; n, and {2f; ~" whiCh, for the sake of simplicity, are again denoted by n, and ~" respectively. Formally this amounts to the requirement' 2J.1 = 1. The statement "J.1 is small", as often tacitly presupposed in the sequel, is then phrased as "the power of x -, is small". (The concomitant statement concerning n, is of minor importance because of the linear dependence of !::, on n,). After normalization (6) passes into 'In fact, we question the need for the use of an adaptation constant, which makes sense only in connection with some normalization of the input power. This remark does not apply to the NLMS algorithm, which cannot go without an adaptation constant.
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This relation defines a deterministic operator (n,,!,l ---7 (~,) such that ~, is uniquely determined by the past values of n, and !,' Again we mention the coherence in !, due to the fact that only the scalar x, can be prescribed, cf.(3).
The system under consideration belongs to a more general class governed by the difference equation 
Moreover, the dyadic product R, = !,!~ is positive semidefinite. As discussed above, we are interested in the steady state, where, like R, and i ' also v is a stationary random , -, signal.
Notice that, unlike i" the time-varying R, has a non-zero mean value (the "input correlation matrix" in our special case)
R =E{R)20
which, like R" is positive (semi-)definite. It is important to recognize that, due to R,2 0, the term (-R, v,) in (8) represents a time-dependent system damping. Without that term, (8) would represent an unstable system which, in continuous-time terms, behaves as an integrator. The zero-frequency contribution in the power spectrum of i (to be distinguished , from the mean value which was assumed to be zero) would give rise to an infinite zero-fre-
What occurs when R, and herewith R is small (compared to the unit matrix)? Then the ideal "integrator" is slightly attenuated and the solution ~, contains very strong (but finite) lowfrequency components. In other words, ~, is a slowly varying function. More precisely, the slowly varying part of !::k becomes more and more dominant for R ~ 0, while the superimposed high-frequency fluctuations remain unaffected by the system damping and maintain the relatively small amplitudes predicted by the ideal integrator.
The slowness of the v variations for R ~ 0 leads to another observation of basic import--k ance [13, Section 7.7] . Let us formulate (8) for n consecutive time instants and add these equations. Then we obtain a large-scale dynamic equation for the time interval of length II reading as
In the first sum we replace the slowly varying v ., viewed as a function of j, by the con- For n sufficiently large (i.e., for R sufficiently small) the sum approximates n R, due to the ergodicity of the process R k • Inserting this approximation into (9) we obtain a large-scale difference equation for !::k that would also have been obtained if at the very outset the Rk in (8) was replaced by the constant average R. In other words, the difference equation
-k -k k (10) has a solution a. that for R ~ 0 approaches v satisfying (8) . Thus for R ~ 0 we can -k -k solve the simple difference equation (10) with constant coefficients instead of the difficult equation (8) with time-varying coefficients. In our situation where R, =!,!; the condition of small R amounts to a small power of !. In the original notation we then deal with a small adaptation constant /1. The iterative solution of (12) proceeds as follows:
The first equation determines a from [ , then R follows from a ,1 follows from R R the terms in the chain decrease to any wanted degree. Observe that the same operator ~ applies in all steps of the above scheme:
'Use of the finite Greek alphabet for the infinite series (11) does not pose any problem if only the first few terms are actually evaluated.
It represents a simple linear time-invariant filtering of the low-pass type, explicitly governed by the convolutional relation
_ {o for j < 0 (17) Notice that the matrix impulse response H j "begins" at j; I so that only past values of
The above iteration is attractive in that it transforms the time-varying system parameter R, in (8) into a set of excitation functions (-P,a,),(-P&,)". serving as source terms in simple constant -coefficient equations of motion. Thus the problem is reduced to a study of the passage of stationary stochastic signals through a low-pass system, whose cut-off frequency is extremely low for R -7 0, cf. (17) .
We illustrate the low-pass behaviour of 'iJ.U for the simple case M; I where Rand H j become scalars. There we find the frequency-domain system function
j with a real pole at z; I -R, just inside the unit circle. Extremely low frequencies are passed, whereas higher frequencies are attenuated as jf the system was an ideal integrator
With such a behaviour we have to proceed with caution if the input signal of 'iJ.U has a nonzero mean. Fortunately, this situation does not occur for the input signals listed in (IS).
For i, the zero-mean condition was part of the definition and for (-P,a) and the following terms it is a consequence of the requirement that i, and R, are uncorrelated:
E{-P=a} ;E{(-R,+R)"H.f};" E{-R,Hf ,+RH.f} ;0,
where each term in the sum vanishes. Not only are our input signals free from a d.c. component, but compared to the narrow-band (i.e. slowly varying) output signals they are rather broadband. For i, ; n,:!, the spectral distribution is determined by that of n, and :!, (the n, is often assumed to be White!), for {-P=a } etc. it follows from that of P, ; x x' -R (note
that a is narrow-band around zero).
-,
Due to the extreme low-pass character of ££0 only the zero-frequency part of the input power spectrum is passed. Since the pole of H(z) is very near the unit circle a substantial amplification effect can be expected. We confirm this conjecture by studying the special case of a one-dimensional system (M = I) excited by a white signal. Then (16) implies (19) corresponding to an amplification factor 1I(2R), which becomes infinite for R ~ 0 (for other values of M and a more general spectral distribution of the input signal the R -I dependence is maintained with a modified prefactor). Remembering that R = E {x '} we arrive at the following table of power levels:
Signal n,
amplification Table I : Scheme of power levels in the different stages of iteration.
Clearly, the inherent amplification in ££0 is overcompensated by the P, factors each contributing an R 2 attenuation, so that per iteration cycle a net attenuation by a factor R results. This statement establishes the convergence of the iteration procedure.
Series expansion of the weight-error correlation matrix
With the expansion (11) we are prepared to determine the WECM in the form
Elaborating (20) we find V as a sum of partial correlations between the various signals a" R .'" determined by the iteration procedure. In order to find which combinations signifi-J:':, cantly contribute to V we expand it into a power series in terms of the (scalar) input power
Notice that for a vanishing input signal (P ~ 0) a nonzero V = Vo is found. In accordance with Table 1 we then have a small input signal f, = n,:!., but a high amplification factor so that the first filter yields some finite a and thus a finite V.
Further the reference signal n, occurs linearly in the difference equation including the iteration terms a , R , ... are linearly dependent on n,. With
denoting the power of the reference signal, the matrix V is then proportional to N and the same is true for all Vi (i = 0,1,2, ... ) in the expansion (22) . So we can write
where the primed correlations V;, V,', V; ... are dependent only on the spectral shapes of n, and x and not on their powers. This notation enables us to formulate the dependence of -,
Von the unnormalized excitations which, after multiplication by (2f1t' passed into the normalized quantities. With P and ill denoting the unnormalized powers we then have (25) so that
Thus the expansion (22) in terms of the normalized input power is equivalent to a power series in terms of the adaptation constant. This series begins with a term linearly dependent on f1 so that V ~ 0 for f1 ~ O.
Returning to the normalized quantities and working out (20) we can write each partial contribution to V as a power series expansion of the form (22) . In general, such a series does not begin with the absolute term Vo but with some power term VhP h. The expression in question is then said to be O(P h) where b determines the order of magnitude deciding about the necessity to take the expression into further consideration. As an example let V be -11-studied up to the term V,P' (no higher-order terms are considered in this paper), then only combinations in (20) with b ~ 2 need to be taken into account.
The assignment of b to the various combinations in (20) can be obtained from Table 2 . On the diagonal we find E{a a') =o(po) =0(1), E{R R') =O(P), E{ll') =0(p2) etc., in
agreement with the one-dimensional results of Table I (where we had R = Pl. Further we observe that the order of magnitude of the combination E{ a ,~;) is surprisingly low (the same as E{~~')), which has obviously to be ascribed to a low degree of correlation , , between a, and ~ .. The same is true for the combinations E {a , §.;) and E {1,~:) .
Finally, we see that the number of combinations with a given b grows linearly with b according to (2b+l), where e.g. E{a R') and E{R a') as each other's transpose are
counted as one combination.
In following sections we derive the results compiled in Table 2 . The most general case (n, and x, arbitrarily coloured) will only be considered for b = 0, cf. Section 5. Case b = I is studied in Section 7 for a white process n k • Finally, in Section 8 the combinations with b = 2 are investigated under the more stringent restriction that n, and x, are white.
Under the last-mentioned assumption the terms Vo and VI P are scalar matrices (unit matrices multiplied by scalar constants) corresponding to uncorrelated, equal-energy weight fluctuations. Deviations from this (trivial) behaviour are then represented by the more complicated quadratic term V,P'. Anticipating the results of Section 8, we find that V 2 P 2 contains zeros at places where the difference between the row number and the column number is odd. This implies that no correlation exists between even and odd weights. Table 2 . The order of magnitude b for the various combinations of iterational solutions (omeansb>2).
-12-For the weaker restriction of only a white n, we find in Section 7 that Vo is again a scalar matrix, while VI P is allowed to have nonzero off-diagonal elements. These appear to be proportional to those of R so that VI P has a Toeplitz structure. Finally, in the most general case (arbitrary colouring of n, and x,) to be treated in Section 5, also Vo can have offdiagonal elements arranged symmetrically with respect to both matrix diagonals.
The zero-order solution for the WECM
First we examine the zero-order term Vo in the series expansion (22) , without any assumption regarding the spectral distributions of n, and x,. In accordance with Table I , the term Vo is solely determined by CJ.,' i.e. by the result of the first iteration cycle. In view of the expansion (20) , only the expression E{CJ.,CJ.~l contributes to Yo' but since E{CJ.,CJ.~l contributes also to VI' V" etc. in (22) , we have to write Vo = leading term of E{CJ.,CJ.;l = limE{CJ.,CJ.;l.
With (16) and the understanding that all summations run from -~ to +~ we have
In an attempt to sum up the series (30) we encounter the difficulty that the matrices H j and (28) and (27) we find
,
Here we have the main result of the present section stating that Vo satisfies a Lyapounov equation [13, Section 9.6] . Notice that no longer the restriction P --? 0 need to be explicitly mentioned since this is part of the definition of VO' cf. (27).
The right-hand term of (34) is the sum over all autocorrelation matrices of i as defined by ,
. As such it equals the associated spectral density at zero frequency. Thus the statistical properties of the weight fluctuations are completely determined by the low-frequency part of the exciting signal, which agrees with our previous interpretation of the operator (J., = ~ (tk l as a low-pass filter with an extremely low cut-off frequency.
As yet, we have not used the specific form of the excitation i = n, x , where n, and x are k -k -k statistically independent, Using the notation N"l = E(n n ) with N = N,oI and
Rl"=E(x x' ) "Toeplitz" with R=R(O) and P=R ..
we obtain from (29)
Thus the autocorrelation of f, equals the product of those of n, and ~k Due to Parseval's theorem the sum over all F (I) , as required in (34), equals the average of the product of the pertinent power spectra. This implies that all frequencies contained in 11, and ~, equally contribute to the right-hand term of (34) representing the zero-frequency spectral component of f k
•
There are only few cases, which admit a closed-fonn solution of (34). One such case occurs for a white process 11" which is extensively studied in Section 7. Then the right-hand sum of (34) consists of the single term N(O) R(O) =NR, which leads to the well-known solution [20] (37)
Thus the weight fluctuations are uncorrelated and have equal power N12. Notice that the power has a finite limit for R ---7 0, due to the amplifying property of the low-pass filter.
Another explicitly solvable case is found for a white x,. Then R = PI and Vo becomes a Toeplitz matrix witl} (VO)mn = y, N(m-n).
Returning to the more general case we observe that the correlation matrices R, E F (I) and also Vo are symmetric and positive definite. With regard to V o ' it is a basic prop~rty of the Lyapounov equation that it passes on these properties from the given matrices (R, E FIOI)
to the unknown Yo' Another question is how the Toeplitz structure of Rand F(') (and that of E F(')) finds expression in Yo' Without trying to give a complete answer we can easily prov~ a specific property of V o ' viz. a double symmetry of the matrix with respect to both diagonals, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Geometrically this property is interpreted as a symmetry with respect to the centre of the delay line. The proof is facilitated through introducing the matrix
1 . 0 1 . 00 where the I's are positioned on the side-diagonal. Simultaneous prc-and post-multiplication -15-of a matrix by K mirrors it with respect to that side-diagonal. Matrices like Rand L FW having Toeplitz structures remain unchanged under such a transformation and the dme is true for Vo (although in general not of the Toeplitz type) as follows from a pre-and postmultiplication of (34) by K:
Clearly, K Vo K = V o ' since both matrices satisfy the same Lyapounov equation, q.e.d.
The output and error signal in the zero-order approximation (39)
Although our primary interest is focused on the weight fluctuations, some brief consideration of the output signal Y, and the error signal e, is appropriate for the further understanding of the LMS algorithm. With reference to Fig. 1 we have
Y -w'x -y +y
where
(41)
denote the partial output signal due to the Wiener coefficients !l:. (the coefficients of the reference filter) and due to the fluctuations ~" respectively. Here only the latter part is of real interest, because only this part contributes to the error signal, as follows from (43) In this section we are interested in the mean-square error (44) where N is the power of the reference signal, while the remaining two terms are caused by -16-the weight fluctuations. The last term reflecting a correlation between the output and the reference signal deserves our particular interest. Only if it vanishes, a superposition of powers applies so that, compared to the basic value N, the MSE increases by the output 2 power E{y,tl.
This power is now first determined, using the zero-order results:
Here we have exploited the fact that ~, and ~, fluctuate on extremely different time scales.
During some time interval of length N the a, can be considered as constant, whereas N is sufficient to evaluate the time average with respect to !, (which equals the ensemble average, due to ergodicity). This leads to a local E{y,'J} pertinent to the "frozen" a,. In a second averaging operation with respect to a, the final E{ y,'f} is determined. This runs as follows:
With (27) and (34) we find
, ,
Next we determine the correlation term in (44):
This expression admits the following conclusion. 'For a white process n, we have E{i;L) ~ E {n,n,_,} E {~~;) ~ 0 for all Q '" 0 so that Y k and n, are uncorrelated and the exceptional situation of superposable partial powers arises. For more general spectral distributions we combine the expressions (46) and (47) under the name "excess mean-square error" (if normalized with respect to the power of the reference signal it is generally referred to as "misadjustment"):
, Note that the last expression is formulated in terms of the scalar input signal. The following remarks regard the interpretation of (48): I. The MSE", is symmetric with respect to n k and x k : any statement implies another statement with n k and x, interchanged. 2. MSE", is proportional to the power N of the reference signal and can therefore easily be compared with the first term N in (44). As it is also proportional to the power P of the input signal it is much smaller than N, because P has to be kept much smaller than unity to guarantee the validity of the zero-order solution. 
The first-order solution for the WECM
In this section we extend our study of the series expansion (22) of V to the first two terms. More specifically, we determine the sum (Vo + VI P) and, in order to render the problem manageable, we assume that the reference signal n, is white. In accordance with 
contribute to the above sum in the sense that the first-mentioned term contributes to Vo and V, while the remaining terms contribute only to VI (of course, all partial correlations can also contribute to V,, V3 etc., cf. Section 8).
"As an example, N(n)~cos2"nl2 and p(n)~cos'''D.l2 leads to a negative MSE m for II 2' : 3. For II = 1,2 we obtain MSE,,, 2' : O.
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We begin with E{a,a;} for which the leading term has already been determined in (37). The complete power series is found with (28), where T,l) ; 0 for ~;t 0, due to the whiteness assumption for n,. Due to the commutativity R H; ; H;R we obtain (50) In the last expression the first term represents the contribution to Va' while the second term is the contribution to V, P .
For the five remaining correlations (four of which occur in pairs of each other's transpose) only the leading terms contributing to VI P need to be considered:_ 
E{R at} ;EL -HP .a at
In (52) and (53) we have again exploited the factorization property of the expectation operator when applied to the product of two random signals one of which varies extremely slowly. Furthermore, use has been made of the identity
= '/2N(I -R)I'I(I -112 Rr' ~ 112 N(I-R)I'I ~ 112 N(H, +H, +0,).
Notice that the ~ signs can be throughout interpreted as equality signs, if only the leading terms (= contributions to V, P) are considered.
The total contribution of the terms (51) -(55) to V, P reduces to 
Further elaboration is possible only with specific assumptions about the joint probability density of X,, If this is Gaussian, the expectation E { P. ' I can be rewritten as
because E {x x' x x'} ; 2R 2 + R tr R for a Gaussian signal. With (50) the sum in (57) then
EH,(R2 +RtrR)H, ;(R 2 +RtrR)EH,2=Y2(R +ItrR). i i
Finally, with tr R ; MP we arrive at (59) Thus, in the first-order approximation the weight-error correlation matrix V has a Toeplitz structure provided n, is white and x, is Gaussian. Outside the diagonal it is proportional to R. Geometrically this implies that all pairs of neighbouring taps have the same correlation and that this statement also holds for all pairs with some given distance on the delay line, cf. Fig. 3 .
Moreover, the correlation between two weight fluctuations is proportional to that between the pertinent "tap signals" with a universal proportionality factor 112 N common to all such pairs. It should be observed, however, that the two types of random fluctuations occur on completely different time scales. Contrary to the tap signals the low-frequency weight fluctuations are associated with large time scales which increase with decreasing amplitude of the input signal or, in unnorrnalized terms, with decreasing adaptation constant.
For the autocorrelations (= powers) of the tap weights we have to modify these statements in the sense that only the equality of the powers is maintained. The above proportionality factor with respect to the tap signal power does not apply here, but has to be replaced by a much larger factor. Hence, the degree of correlation between two weight fluctuations, defined as the ratio of the crosscorrelation and the autocorrelation is extremely small. Together with the slowness of the weight fluctuations this results in considerable difficulties to verify the derived crosscorrelations experimentally with sufficient accuracy (cf. Section 9).
The second-order solution for the WECM
Now consider the case of a white reference and a white input signal. Then (59) passes into -21- (60) so that in the first-order theory V remains a scalar matrix, corresponding to uncorrelated, equal-power weight fluctuations. Thus if there are any crosscorrelations these must be due to second-and higher-order effects. As far as second-order effects are concerned, we shall show in the present section that these will again lead to marginal correlations between the various weight fluctuations. The main effects are again of a scalar nature leading to a modification of (60) such that the expression between brackets becomes a second-order polynomial in P. Like the correlation predicted by (59) for a coloured input signal the effects are so weak that they are difficult to verify experimentally (cf. Section 9).
The second-order analysis is considerably more complicated than that for the first-order effects; mainly due to the greater number (15 in total) of relevant partial correlations but also because of the greater complexity of the higher-order correlations involved. Therefore, in this section, elaboration of various analytical details has to be left to the reader. 
where q is an unspecified summation index pertinent to all combinations yielding an
, and/or O(P') contribution to V, as indicated in Table 2 . Each of the V(q) contributions can be expressed in terms of second·, third-, and fourth-order autocorrelations' of P, as follows:
'The order of the P, correlation does not always determine the order of the V(q) contribution in a direct manner. The relation between the two orders is discussed further down.
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With q = I denoting the basic autocorrelation E{aka;} we find A(l) =(l-~)I and
, while for all other combinations we have A(q) =0 and coefficients B's, C's, and D's as listed in Table 3 .
From (63) we conclude that V can be written in the same form as (64) reading Insertion into (65) yields
,)/+_E(P,) -_L-(...,H j +...,H_)E(P,P k _}
1 _1;2 1 +1; 1 +1; j ,(67)
+ EEH_mH_.H_,_m E (P; P,-,Pk-'-m)
• m
We now detennine the order of the various terms in (67) as a function of P:
____ E(P, }~-(l+P)E(P,} =O(P).
\-1;2 1 +<;
4P
-25-With the identity E (P ,2) = R 2 + R Ir R for a Gaussian input signal the sum of these two terms passes into the former result (60) in the first-order approximation. The remaining terms in (67) throughout yield second-order contributions, as follows from the following approximations:
Although the individual terms in the remainder of (67) are of order DCP') they sum up to an D( P 2) contribution. As an example consider E (P ,Pk-jP,'j-.l that asymptotically decreases to zero for j ---+ = but not for 0 ---+ = where it assumes the value E ( P, P,) E (P ,2 ) . Convergence of the infinite sum is now guaranteed by the slowly decreasing H functions. This results in LLHjH,Hj.,E (P'Pk-j P'~j_') ~ LHjE (P'P'_j) E (P,') LH,H j ., '
The second-order and third-order autocorrelations of P, needed in (68) are evaluated in the Appendix. We find
valid for all j, while for j > 0 the following relation applies:
Here we have introduced elements are defined by Q ~ E {x: I and the two matrices E. and I (2j), whose (mn)-
Thus E. denotes a unit matrix of which the first j "I II entries have been replaced by "0" J entries, while / (2j) is a Toeplitz matrix with" 1" entries on the (2j)'h parallel to the diagonal and "0" entries elsewhere (for j :;: 0 the" I" entries are "below" or "above", respectively).
After some elementary manipulations, insertion of (69) and (70) into (68) yields The main contribution to V is the scalar matrix C IN 1/4 representing a set of uncorrelated, equal-power weight error fluctuations. The second contribution proportional to T describes a set of identical crosscorrelations between even weights and between odd weights, while the term proportional to S is readily interpreted as a linear energy decrease of the error fluctuations from the front of the delay line towards its end. This typical second-order effect is easier to observe than the crosscorrelations represented by the T matrix and also easier than those determined in the previous section for a coloured input signal. Notice that the secondorder theory does not lead to any correlation for a pair formed by an even and an odd weight number.
The above expression for V can be simplified for a Gaussian input signal for which Q = 3 P 2.
We then find the conveniently arranged expression
whose linear part matches the previous result (60). Notice the energy increase of the weight fluctuations with increasing input power. Moreover, the functional dependence on the combination P(M +2) is noticeable. It implies a strong increase of the weight fluctuations with increasing filter order M.
Simulations
A new theory involving various approximations calls for experimental support. To this end we have carried out a number of computer simulations. Anticipating their results the details of which are discussed in the present section we find a global agreement within the uncertainties set by inevitable statistical errors.
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The easiest experimental situation arises when the input and the reference signal are coloured. Then we deal with various "strong" effects in the sense that they even occur in the limiting case P ~ 0 yielding V = Va , as determined by (34). Here the agreement between theory and experiment is such that a detailed discussion can be omitted. Also the expected effect that the error can have a lower power than the reference signal (corresponding to a negative misadjustment) is readily observed in the simulations. The only point to remain aware of in performing the simulations is the slowness of the weight fluctuations for low input powers P requiring long observation times.
Unlike this situation the predicted first-and second-order effects are "weak" in the sense that they are hard to observe under normal laboratory conditions. Indeed, the observation of the (majority of the) effects described by (59) and (75) requires carefully prepared experiments. For small P the results are obscured by inevitable statistical uncertainties, whereas for high P values the small-signal assumptions are violated and higher-order effects disturb the results. The only practicable way towards experimental verification is to choose extremely large observation and averaging times and to work with a high arithmetic precision.
The typical problems will be discussed with the aid of characteristic examples. First we study a fifth-order filter (M = 5) excited by a high-pass filtered white Gaussian noise. The high-pass filter is of the FIR type with a single transmission zero at z = 0.5. The input power, equal to the diagonal entries of the input correlation matrix R, is chosen as P = 3.125 X 10'2. Then the entries on the first parallel to the R diagonal have the value -1.25 x 10.
2 , while all other matrix entries vanish. The reference power N equals unity. With (59) we then determine the WECM in the first-order approximation, with results listed in Table  4 .
In Table 4 Interpreting the results we state a fair experimental support of the theoretical results. Anyway, the sign and the order of magnitude of the various crosscorrelations are correctly predicted. The remaining deviations have presumably to be ascribed to the relatively high input level, which tends to increase the diagonal elements and to decrease (in an absolute sense) the off-diagonal elements (experiments with still higher input levels support this hypothesis). Note that a desirable input power reduction would require still longer measuring times to achieve the same relative accuracy of the final results. Finally we study a fifth-order filter (M = 5) filter excited by a white Gaussian input signal. Now our interest is focused on the power decrease along the delay line. as represented by -30-the matrix S in (75). Again using N = I we find a power decrease of P' per section, following (75). In the experiment we have chosen P = 0.07, yielding theoretical power steps of -.0049. With a total time of 10' samples, we measure the fluctuation powers listed in Table 6 .
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Vss .6481 Table 6 . Fluctuation powers in a fifth-order filter under white noise excitation.
The total theoretical power decrease equals (M-I)P' = 0.0196 and has to be compared with an actual decrease of 0.0154. In the first instance we thus have a fair agreement which, however, can be still improved by refining the analytic result. To this end, we have to go back to (67), yielding a total power decrease (I + ~' + ~4 + ~6) p', which (with ~ = I-P = 0.93) has the value 0.0159 fitting the measured value with surprising accuracy. Clearly the effect under consideration is considerably stronger than the previously discussed crosscorrelations in the first-and second-order solutions. Particularly for large M values, it is easily observed under normal laboratory conditions.
Conclusions
This paper deals with the correlation matrix V of the weight-errors in an LMS-type adaptive FIR filter. Viewed as a function of the input power P, we have expanded V in a power series V = Vo + VIP + V,P' + .... The leading term Vo has been investigated for an arbitrary colouring of the input and the reference signal. It satisfies the Lyapounov equation (34) and has a rather general form in the sense that the diagonal terms representing the amplitudes of the weight fluctuations and the off-diagonal terms representing their mutual correlation can widely differ. In fact, only some symmetry conditions have to be met.
For a white reference signal, Vo degenerates into a scalar matrix, representing a set of equalpower, uncorrelated weight fluctuations. Now the interest is focused on the refined approximation Vo + VIP, as given by (59). This represents a set of weakly correlated equal-power weight fluctuations with a slightly increased common power level. If also the input signal is white, the refined approximation again becomes a scalar and the third term V,P' becomes interesting. The result for the sum Vo + VIP + V,P' is found in (75) and is again characterized by an increase in fluctuation power and weak mutual correlations (except for pairs formed by even-and odd-numbered weights). Another effect of particular significance for higher-order filters (M > 1) now comes on, viz. a power decrease along the delay line. This effect can run up to several percent and is easily observed under ordinary laboratory conditions.
-31-Several peculiarities of our approach deserve special consideration. First, the eigenvalues and -vectors of R do not explicitly enter the theory which therefore cannot be characterized as a modal analysis. Rather the correlation matrix R occurs directly in the basic results (34) and (59). Further, some discrepancy between the simplicity of the results and the tediousness involved for their derivation might suggest the existence of another, easier way to the same results. Finally, we expect that the proposed iterative method will also lend itself to the treatment of adjacent questions such as adaptation transients and filter tracking. Also it might be applicable to other adaptive algorithms like the normalized LMS type.
The main value of our treatment seems to be of a didactic nature. We were able to show that an independence assumption is not required for the understanding of the LMS algorithm. This way teaching adaptive filtering is released from an inconsistent tool. In a basic course one can confine oneself to the first iteration step yielding lli and herewith Va, particularly in the simplest form (37) for a white reference signal [21] .
APPENDIX
Determination of second-and third-order correlation functions for a white input signal. 
Following (68), this expression needs only to be determined for j> O. Again, contributions to (A2) come about through pairing. The fourth and the fifth term always form a pair, while the second and the third term cannot form a pair. Thus only the combinations (1,2) (3,6) (4,5) and (1,3) (2,6) (4,5) have to be considered. The first combination requires p = m = n, whereas the second occurs for p = j + n = m -j so that m -n = 2j.
Both combinations occur for all q, but for certain q's the pairs can merge into quartets.
For the second combination two quartets can be formed: (1,3,4,5) occurs for q = p, while (2,6,4,5) occurs for q = n. For the first combination the quartet (3,6,4,5) again occurs for q = p, but the other quartet (1,2,4,5) requires q = m -j which can only be realized for m > j. This condition is reckoned with through introduction of the matrix Ej' as defined by (71):
E IR,R,2 j } = [Q +(M -1 )P 2 ]P[ + [Q -P 2 ]PE j + [2Q +(M -2)P']P[(2j)
The ultimately required E I p,p,2]} as formulated in (70), is then found by writing P, = R, -R and using the previously found second-order correlation (69). 
